
• Master of Education (with specialisations)

• Master of Education (Knowledge Networks and Digital Innovation)

• Master of Education (Teacher Librarianship)

• Master of Inclusive Education

• Master of Information and Communication Technology in Education

• Master of International Education (School Leadership)

• Master of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages [TESOL]

POSTGRADUATE  
EDUCATION DEGREES

Some reasons for 
studying Education 
at CSU:

Flexible online delivery allows 
you to fit study around your 
lifestyle.

Credit is available if you’ve 
completed recognised 
professional learning.

Course materials and 
assessment tasks are relevant  
to school leaders and grounded 
in practice. 

Charles Sturt University (CSU) offers outstanding and relevant professional learning 
opportunities for those working as educators in a range of contexts and at all career 
stages. Our postgraduate degrees are flexible, delivered online, and offered globally, 
to enhance your skills as an educational leader and to progress your career.

Find career 
fulfilment with 
CSU’s postgraduate 
degrees in Education

Courses



Master of Education 
(with specialisations)

Our Master of Education (with 
specialisations) is a highly flexible degree, 
catering for students across a broad 
education spectrum ranging across 
schools, adult education and early 
childhood. You have the option of studying 
the general stream, which allows you to 
select from a diverse range of subjects to 
meet your needs and interests, or choose 
one of the following specialisations:

• Contemporary Literacies

• Educational Leadership

• Educational Research

• Information Technologies

The course has a strong emphasis on 
research embedded in professional 
practice, through building connections 
between students’ professional practice 
and the latest developments  
in educational research.

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/ 
master-of-education-with-
specialisations

Master of Education  
(Teacher Librarianship)

The Master of Education (Teacher 
Librarianship) is designed to develop 
dynamic teacher librarian leaders 
committed to enriching teaching and 
learning. This course will develop your 
understanding of the important role of 
information resources in education and 
learning. It will enhance your skills in 
incorporating information literacy, literature 
and technologies into the curriculum, and 
developing and implementing resource and 
inquiry-based processes and strategies to 
improve student learning.

The course is widely recognised by 
education departments and authorities, 
and graduates are eligible for admission  
as Associates of the Australian Library and 
Information Association (ALIA).

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/ 
master-of-education-teacher- 
librarianship

Master of Education  
(Knowledge Networks  
and Digital Innovation)

CSU’s Master of Education (Knowledge 
Networks and Digital Innovation) offers a 
multi-disciplinary postgraduate program 
with strong foundations in information, 
knowledge networks and digital innovation 
in a range of education contexts.

This course will develop your ability to 
employ and manage information and new 
technologies to create innovative services 
and pedagogies in education settings. 
It will foster an understanding of digital 
environments and innovative use of ICT in 
education. Course areas include gaming, 
digital citizenship and social networking as 
part of education in the 21st Century.

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/ 
master-of-education-knowledge- 
networks-and-digital-innovation
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Master of Inclusive Education

CSU’s Master of Inclusive Education has 
been designed to graduate highly skilled 
inclusive educators capable of acting as 
agents of change in the context in which 
they work. The course is designed for 
graduates with qualifications in human 
development services including nursing, 
occupational therapy, physiotherapy, 
psychology, speech pathology and 
teaching. 

You will develop the core knowledge 
and skills required to teach, consult, 
collaborate, advocate and evaluate in 
an inclusive service delivery model. 
The course has been designed to cover 
international and Australian theory as well 
as best practice in the field of inclusion.

We also offer a Graduate Certificate in 
Inclusive Education.

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/ 
master-of-inclusive-education

Master of Information  
and Communication  
Technology in Education

This course offers you the opportunity to  
gain industry level ICT knowledge and skills  
as well as pedagogical knowledge, enabling 
you to effectively integrate technology into  
your teaching. You will also learn how 
to implement professional development 
models and provide leadership in technology 
integration in your education setting. 

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/master- 
of-information-and-communication- 
technology-in-education

Master of International Education  
(School Leadership)

Enhance your leadership capacity and bring 
a global perspective to teaching, learning 
and leading your educational organisation.

Developed in collaboration with practising 
educational leaders from Australia and 
Canada, this course is offered around the 
globe for online study. The course will provide 
you with the skills to anticipate and analyse 
issues and responses from local and global 
perspectives, and implement strategies that 
are principled, prudent and practical.

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/master- 
of-international-education-school- 
leadership

Master of Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other  
Languages [TESOL]

CSU’s Master of Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages [TESOL] 
produces graduates capable of critically 
appraising TESOL research, theory, policy, 
and practice, and teaching and mentoring 
TESOL colleagues in an informed and 
proactive way.

The program includes a professional 
experience placement, which may be 
completed within a current workplace 
situation or an alternative English as a 
Second Language / English as a Foreign 
Language setting. 

We also offer a Graduate Certificate in 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages [TESOL].

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/ 
master-of-tesol

I found this course was a perfect 
fit to increase my knowledge 
of international issues in 

EDUCATION. 
An incentive was the fact that some of the 
qualifications I had completed could be 
used for credit towards the completion of 
my degree. The subjects are entirely online, 
which made obtaining my degree an 

ACHIEVABLE 
goal while balancing a demanding job as 
a full-time principal in a busy secondary 
school, and family life. 

Lisa Vincent 
Master of International Education  
(School Leadership) graduate
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Single Subject Study
CSU’s Single Subject Study gives you flexible study choices. Perhaps you don’t 
want to commit to a full degree or you might want to test the waters before you 
decide which discipline is right for you, or you may just want to update your 
professional qualifications in a specialised area. Whatever your reason, you can 
choose to study one subject from the range on offer through online study. You 
can build your single subjects up to a degree, or you can focus on one area that 
appeals to you.

Visit: futurestudents.csu.edu.au/study-options/single-subject

Higher Degrees by Research
To prepare for a PhD, enrol in the Master of Education (with specialisations) 
and select the Educational Research specialisation. It will provide you with an 
introduction to research methods, an ideal first step for PhD study.

If you are interested in undertaking a research project for career advancement 
or personal interest, consider CSU’s Doctor of Philosophy.

Visit: www.csu.edu.au/courses/postgraduate/doctor_philosophy_education

Studying online 

CSU provides an excellent range of support tools for online students with course 
materials designed to engage and promote active thinking and participation. 

Materials include study schedules, study modules containing activities designed 
to encourage participation, assignments designed to test the mastery and 
application of course materials, audio and video resource materials containing 
interesting applications of the key principles, and computer based education 
packages. Online forums also form part of the coursework enabling direct and 
rapid contact with staff and other students. 

Visit: csuonline.edu.au

About CSU

CSU is a national university focusing 
on excellence in education for the 
professions, strategic and applied 
research, and flexible delivery of 
learning and teaching. We work in close 
association with industry, professions and 
government to ensure our courses meet 
and support industry needs, resulting in 
high graduate employment levels and 
starting salaries. We attract more than 
38,000 students from Australia and 
around the world and are well-known  
for our innovative approach to education, 
offering practical, hands-on courses, 
supported online to provide our students 
with accessible, world class education.

Visit 
www.csu.edu.au

I was looking for a course that 
would provide me with the 
knowledge, opportunity and 

ACADEMIC 
SUPPORT  
to carry out a research 
project connected to my work. 
The encouragement my research 
project supervisor gave me through 
her belief in my work and the 

EXPERTISE  
she shared will always be held as a vital 
and memorable part of my learning journey.

The course has made a significant 
contribution to my career. It has provided 
me with opportunities to move into a 
university as an academic, to do further 
research and to extend my work in project 
management. 

Rhonda Hoare 
Master of Education 
(Educational Leadership) graduate

1800 DEGREE (1800 334 733) (free call within Australia)
+61 2 6338 6077 (callers outside Australia)

facebook.com/csufuture

twitter.com/CharlesSturtUni

www.youtube.com/user/CharlesSturtUni
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